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TRENDS IN FCPA ENFORCEMENT
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Overall FCPA Enforcement Trends 
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1. Significant FCPA activity during the last administration, including blockbuster penalties in global 
corporate resolutions.  That remained the case in 2020, even in the wake of the COVID-19 
pandemic.  Examples:

 Goldman Sachs (2020): ~$5.1 billion in global penalties

 Airbus (2020): ~$4 billion in global penalties 

 Ericsson (2019): ~$1 billion in global penalties

 Petrobras (2018): $1.78 billion in global penalties

 Telia (2017): $965 million in global penalties

 Mobile TeleSystems (2019): $850 million in global penalties

 Société Générale S.A. (2018): $585 million in global penalties

 Keppel (2017): $422 million in global penalties

2. Continued focus on individuals

 In 2017, DOJ announced convictions or guilty pleas by more individuals in FCPA-related cases than in any 
previous year.

 Following this trend, in 2019, DOJ and SEC announced enforcement actions against 29 individuals.

3. Non-U.S. companies remain the targets, intentionally or unintentionally, of most of the largest FCPA 
enforcement actions.
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FCPA Enforcement Trends (Continued)

4. DOJ FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy 

 Requirements: (1) Voluntary self-disclosure; (2) Full cooperation; (3) 
Remediation; and (4) Disgorgement.

 When satisfied, presumption of declination unless aggravating 
circumstances.

 In 2017, DOJ declined to prosecute CDM Smith, Inc. for its conduct in India. 

5. International cooperation and enforcement

 In large joint resolutions with foreign prosecutors, DOJ credited penalties 
paid to foreign authorities in calculation of the company’s U.S. fine.

6. DOJ “No Piling On” Policy

 DOJ takes into account all penalties in fashioning a result; included in the 
Second Edition of the FCPA Resource Guide published in 2020.

7. Continued enhancements to standards used to evaluate corporate compliance 
programs; DOJ Compliance Guidance updated in 2020.
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CDM Smith, Inc. (2017): 
Declination of Prosecution 

 In June 2017, the DOJ closed its investigation of CDM Smith, declining to 
bring an enforcement action against the company.

 According to the DOJ, CDM Smith—through its employees, agents, and 
its wholly owned subsidiary in India—paid approximately $1.18 million in 
bribes to government officials in India, which resulted in net profits totaling 
approximately $4 million. 

 The payments were made to India’s state-owned highway management 
agency and other government officials to receive construction-related and 
water project contracts. The payments were made with authorization from 
senior officials of CDM India through fraudulent subcontractors, who 
provided no actual services to the company. 

 The DOJ cited timely and voluntary disclosure, thorough and 
comprehensive investigation, full cooperation, disgorgement of $4 million, 
enhancement to compliance and internal accounting controls, and full 
remediation that included termination of all executives and employees 
who participated in the misconduct. 

 No indication in declination letter of jurisdictional basis. 
5
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DOJ Updates Guidance for Evaluating 
Corporate Compliance Programs

 Consideration of each company’s circumstances and risks
 Focus on compliance program resources and independence
 Focus on data analytics 
 Need for continuous review and enhancement (“lessons learned”)
 Emphasizes that effective third-party management does not stop at 

onboarding, but must continue through the lifespan of the 
relationship

6
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SELECT FCPA ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS 
RELATED TO INDIA
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Beam Suntory Inc. (Oct. 2020) – DOJ and SEC 
Diverge in Enforcement Approach

 DOJ accused Beam Suntory, through its wholly owned subsidiary Beam India, of 
falsely recording expenses from 2006 to 2012, which included disguising bribes to 
Indian government officials as commission expenses.

− Beam India paid a bribe to an Indian government official in exchange for 
approval of a license to bottle a line of products that Beam sought to market 
and sell in India.

− Beam also committed internal controls and books and records violations, which 
included efforts by a then-member of Beam’s legal department to affirmatively 
avoid uncovering information related to improper activities and practices by third 
parties engaged by Beam in India that presented corruption risks.

 Beam Suntory had previously settled charges brought by the SEC in 2018 related to 
the same conduct, paying $8.2M in total monetary sanctions to the SEC.

− The SEC noted that Diageo had previously settled with the SEC for very similar 
conduct, and Beam was aware of that settlement.  Nevertheless, Beam’s 
compliance program did not comprehensively address potential risk areas, and 
therefore failed to catch the nearly identical conduct.  

 In 2018, the SEC credited the company for its cooperation through the investigation. 
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Beam Suntory Inc. (Oct. 2020) – DOJ and SEC 
Diverge in Enforcement Approach

 However, in the 2020 DOJ Deferred Prosecution Agreement, the DOJ 
stated that it viewed the company’s cooperation as inconsistent. 

 For example, although the company made factual presentations and 
made foreign-based employees available for interviews, the DOJ also 
claimed that the company caused “significant delays” in reaching a 
resolution by its “refusal to accept responsibility for several years.”

 Further, although Beam Suntory implemented enhanced controls, the 
company did not receive full remediation credit due to its failure, 
according to the DOJ, to discipline certain individuals involved in the 
alleged conduct.

 Beam Suntory was ultimately required to pay an approximately $19.5 
million fine to the DOJ.  
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Cognizant (February 2019) – Payments to Indian 
Officials for Construction Permits

 SEC $6M civil fine, $16.4M in disgorgement, and $2.8M in prejudgment interest for bribery, 
internal accounting controls, and books-and-records violations.  Pursuant to the FCPA 
Corporate Enforcement Policy, DOJ issued a declination of prosecution letter to Cognizant.

 Cognizant is a global information technology and business process service.  A substantial 
portion of the workforce was located in India.  Cognizant India is a wholly owned subsidiary 
of the US parent.

 The SEC’s settlement papers allege that between 2013 and 2014, multiple payments 
between $770,000 and $2 million were authorized by the company to pay government 
officials to issue planning, environmental, and construction permits in Chennai, Pune, and 
Siruseri.  As a result of the improper payments, the SEC found that Cognizant realized 
benefits of $16,394,351.

 Additionally, the unlawful payments were paid from Cognizant India’s bank accounts and 
were not accurately reflected in Cognizant’s consolidated books and records. 

 Cognizant did not adequately enforce its policy against bribery and failed to provide 
reasonable assurance that its Indian subsidiary maintained accurate and complete records.

 Cognizant voluntarily disclosed the misconduct in a timely manner and was cooperative with 
the government.  It also fired relevant personnel, undertook extensive remedial measures 
such as enhancing compliance regimes, hiring additional personnel, and conducting 
trainings.
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DOJ Indicts Cognizant CEO, CLO; 
SEC Charges Cognizant CEO, CLO, and COO (2019)

 Gordon J. Coburn was the president of Cognizant. Coburn oversaw Cognizant’s acquisition and 
development of property in India.  Steven Schwartz was the Exec. Vice President, Chief Legal and 
Corporate Affairs Officer of Cognizant.  Schwartz was responsible for managing Cognizant’s 
global legal, government affairs, and security teams as well as Cognizant’s compliance functions.  
Sridhar Thiruvengadam was the Chief Operating Officer of Cognizant. 

 Coburn and Schwartz are alleged to have violated the following provisions: anti-bribery, books-
and-records, internal accounting controls, making false or misleading statements in connection 
with filing SEC documents.  Both allegedly executed the aforementioned bribery and subsequent 
records manipulation scheme for which Cognizant was charged.  Additionally, both allegedly lied 
to auditors and Coburn was found to have signed false management representation letters, 
leading to both executing false or misleading certifications in said letters.  Coburn and Schwartz 
are currently awaiting trial.

 Per the SEC’s papers, Thiruvengadam allegedly caused false statements to be made, caused 
books and records to be falsified, and knowingly circumvented internal accounting controls. He did 
so by signing false management representation subcertifications in connection with Cognizant’s 
2014 through 2016 audits.  Additionally, during the course of the bribery scheme, one of 
Thiruvengadam’s subordinates was made aware of improper payments and subsequently told 
Thiruvengadam.  In subsequent conversations, Thiruvengadam raised no objection to the 
proposed scheme. Thiruvengadam cooperated in the investigation and was not charged by the 
DOJ.  He was, however, assessed a $50,000 civil penalty for his role in the Cognizant bribery 
scheme.
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Walmart (June 2019) – $283M in Criminal and Civil Penalties 
for Books and Records and Internal Controls Violations

 Walmart was charged with violating the books-and-records provisions and internal accounting controls 
provisions.  To settle its charges, Walmart entered into a Non-Prosecution Agreement (NPA) with the DOJ 
and paid a $138M criminal penalty along with settling with the SEC for $120M in disgorgement, and $25M 
in prejudgment interest.  Finally, a condition of the settlement was the imposition of an independent 
monitor. 

 According to the government’s papers, between 2000 and 2011, Walmart’s subsidiaries in Brazil, China, 
India, and Mexico operated without sufficient anti-corruption internal controls and, therefore, paid certain 
third parties “without reasonable assurances that certain transactions were consistent with their stated 
purpose or consistent with the prohibition against making improper payments to government officials.”  

 In India specifically, the government alleged that Walmart’s internal control failures allowed Walmart to 
retain third-party intermediaries to make improper payments on Walmart’s behalf and obtain store 
operating permits and licenses. 

 The government’s papers stated that Walmart did not react sufficiently to compliance red flags in the 
relevant countries. 

 Walmart did not voluntarily disclose the wrongdoing but fully cooperated with the DOJ’s investigation in all 
countries (and received commensurate cooperation credit) save for Mexico, where the DOJ concluded 
the company’s cooperation was not complete.  Walmart also undertook significant remedial measures, 
such as enhancing anti-corruption and compliance programs as well as relevant accounting controls 
(including but not limited to the hiring of appropriate personnel and more robust training). 

 In October 2018, Walmart settled a shareholder class action relating to its disclosures about the 
investigation for $160 million. 
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Stryker (September 2018) – Controls Not Sufficient 
to Detect the Risk of Improper Payments

 SEC settlement resulted in $7.8M total monetary sanctions for internal 
controls and books-and-records violations in India, China and Kuwait; 
independent monitor appointed for 18 months. 

 This was Stryker’s second FCPA settlement in 5 years.
 The SEC alleged Stryker’s controls were “not sufficient to detect the risk of 

improper payments” (emphasis added) despite no such payments being 
alleged. 

 Stryker manufactures and distributes medical devices/products and has a 
wholly-owned subsidiary in India. 

 Stryker India failed to maintain documentation for 27% of transactions tested 
in an audit. 

 According to the SEC’s allegations, upon request of certain private hospitals 
in India, Stryker India’s dealers inflated invoices for the sale of orthopedic 
products. The invoiced price was far above the price that those hospitals had 
directly negotiated with Stryker India and actually paid to Stryker India’s 
dealers. These hospitals were able to gain a windfall from passing on the 
higher (invoiced) prices to their patients or their insurance companies.
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Alere (2017) – Unrecorded Commissions Paid 
to Government Officials

 SEC settlement involved $13M in total monetary sanctions for 
accounting fraud and books-and-records violations in several 
countries, including India. 

 Alere is a Massachusetts-based medical manufacturing 
company. 

 The SEC alleged that a distributor agreed to pay local 
governmental officials a four percent commission to increase 
orders for medical testing kits. 

 The SEC alleged that Alere India’s VP of Marketing and Sales 
approved the commission, and the India Distributor 
incorporated the increased commission amount into the prices 
for the test kits.  Alere India failed to record the additional 
commission in its books and records.
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Mondelēz & Cadbury (2017) – Expansive Use 
of Internal Controls Provision

 $13M SEC civil penalty for violating books-and-records and 
internal controls provisions. 

 Mondelēz is a Virginia-based company that manufactures food and 
snacks; Mondelēz acquired Cadbury, a UK company. 

 The SEC alleged that Cadbury India hired a third-party agent to 
obtain licenses and approvals for a chocolate manufacturing 
facility. The company did not perform due diligence on the agent.

 The agent was paid over $90,0000 for services—such as 
completing license applications—while the SEC determined 
Cadbury India employees actually prepared these license 
applications. 

 SEC did not allege that improper payments were made to Indian 
government officials; instead, the company’s failure to conduct due 
diligence “created the risk that funds paid…could be used for 
improper or unauthorized purposes.” 
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Embraer (2016) – Global Resolution for 
Internal Control Failures

 Global resolution with the SEC, the DOJ and Brazilian authorities to 
pay more than $205M to resolve corruption allegations; independent 
monitor for at least three years. 

 Embraer entered into a three-year DPA with the DOJ, admitting to its 
involvement in a conspiracy to violate the FCPA’s anti-bribery and 
books-and-records provisions and to its willful failure to implement an 
adequate system of internal accounting controls. 

 The DOJ alleged—among other international conduct—that 
approximately $5.76M was paid to an agent in India in connection with 
the sale of three specialized military aircraft for India’s air force. 

 These payments were allegedly falsely recorded in Embraer’s books 
and records to conceal the nature of the payments.

 The DOJ charged Embraer with failing to devise and maintain 
adequate internal controls; the SEC additionally focused on Embraer 
employees circumventing controls that did exist. 
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Louis Berger International, Inc. (2015) – Payments to 
Government Officials Through Third-Party Vendors

 $17.1M criminal penalty; compliance monitor for three years.
 LBI is a New Jersey-based construction management company.
 The DOJ alleged that between 1998 and 2010 LBI paid $3.9M 

in bribes to officials in India, Indonesia, Vietnam, and Kuwait to 
secure construction management contracts in those countries.
 LBI concealed the payments by characterizing them as 

“commitment fees,” “counterpart per diems,” “marketing 
fees,” and “field operation expenses.”

 Third-party vendors submitted false invoices to generate 
payments from LBI; payments tracked on a spreadsheet.

 James McClung, Senior Vice-President in charge of LBI’s India 
operations, pleaded guilty to violating the FCPA by participating 
in the scheme.
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United States v. Dmitry Firtash et al. (N.D. Ill 2013) –
Indicting 6 Individuals for Authorizing Bribes

 Six foreign nationals allegedly engaged in international racketeering conspiracy involving 
bribes of Indian government officials in exchange for titanium mining licenses and approvals.

 Defendants allegedly authorized bribes exceeding $18.5M. Conspiracy included sale of 
titanium products to unnamed “Company A” headquartered in Chicago.

 Defendants are two Ukrainians, a Hungarian, a Sri Lankan, and two Indians (one of whom is 
a US Green Card holder and the other is an Indian MP).

 Though the indictment was filed in June 2013 and unsealed in April 2014, the case remains 
ongoing.  Austrian courts at first refused to extradite Firtash, one of the Ukrainian defendants, 
to the United States. This ruling was overturned on appeal on February 21, 2017. On 
December 12, 2017, the Austrian Supreme Court stayed Firtash’s extradition pending its 
review of the decision below.

 Defendants renewed motions to dismiss their indictments in the United States, relying on the 
Second Circuit’s 2018 decision in Hoskins, but were subsequently denied in June 2019.  

 No final decision on extradition has been reached by the Austrian Supreme Court.  In 
summer 2021, four members of Congress publicly indicated their support for Firtash’s 
extradition.
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Oracle (2012) – Side Funds Maintained by 
Distributors 

 Oracle settled SEC books-and-records and internal accounting controls 
charges for a $2M civil penalty.  

 Oracle is a California-based computer technology company.
 Oracle’s Indian subsidiary sells its products to, among others, government 

customers through distributors that retain the margin between the amount 
paid by the customer and the amount paid to the subsidiary.

 According to the SEC’s allegations, the subsidiary structured transactions 
to create extra margins for distributors in certain instances, essentially 
creating off-the-books side funds.

 Subsidiary employees then directed distributors to make payments from 
the side funds to sham entities.

 The “parked” funds allegedly “created a risk that they potentially could be 
used for illicit means, such as bribery or embezzlement.”

 No allegation of bribery.
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Pride Int’l (2010) – Payments to Judicial 
Officer Through Third-Party Bank Account

 Pride International is an oil and gas services company.
 Government settlement papers alleged that managers at 

Pride’s French subsidiary (including the legal director) 
authorized payment of $500K to a judge of the Indian 
Customs, Excise, and Gold Appellate Tribunal to secure a 
favorable determination in a customs duties and penalties 
dispute.  
 Payments were made through a third-party company’s bank 

accounts in Dubai.
 The estimated value of the favorable decision was $10M.  
 Pride’s French subsidiary pleaded guilty; Pride International 

entered into a DPA with DOJ.
 For this and other conduct, Pride entities paid DOJ/SEC 

$56.2M.
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Examples of Contacts 
with Government Officials in India

 Public procurement/contracting with government agencies
 Customs clearance/importation of goods; internal Indian customs 

regulations
 Immigration processes
 Real estate (purchasing, leasing and improving land and buildings)
 Tax administration (excise and sales taxes, audits)
 Obtaining certificates, registrations, permits, and licenses (approval from 

multiple officials often required to obtain one permit/license)
 Gifts and entertainment (especially during religious festival, Diwali)
 Scheduling/passing inspections (fire, environmental, pollution, health and 

safety, building)
 Government officials solicit donations for charitable/religious organizations
 Interactions with police/judiciary
 Third parties (consultants, agents, distributors, brokers, etc.) with ties to 

government departments/officials
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Risks in Dealing with India Bureaucracy

 Complicated and opaque procedures
 Several layers of approvals required to obtain licenses/permits
 Practice of using “agents” or “consultants” to interface with 

government agencies
 Civil servants underpaid, and tips/facilitation payments are 

accepted as a way to augment civil servant salaries
 Tips/facilitation payments need to be paid to obtain routine 

government services
 Majority of corruption occurs in the lower levels of 

government, with the majority of bribe payments in low 
amounts

 Watch out for “liaisoning” and “doing the needful”
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GLOBAL ENFORCEMENT 
DEVELOPMENTS RELATED TO INDIA 
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 United Kingdom
In July 2014, the UK Serious Fraud Office brought criminal charges 

against the British subsidiary of Alstom, as well as two British 
nationals, for corrupt practices involving transport projects in India, 
Poland, and Tunisia.  The company allegedly paid €3.3M in bribes 
disguised as consultancy fees to secure infrastructure contracts 
relating to Delhi Metro construction.

 Canada
In August 2013, Nazir Karigar, a former agent of Cryptometrics, 

became the first individual to be convicted of violating Canada’s 
Corruption of Foreign Public Officials Act.  Authorities alleged that 
Karigar offered to bribe Indian officials to rig the bidding process for 
Air India contracts. 

Karigar was sentenced to three years in prison. In 2017, his 
conviction was upheld by a Canadian appeals court. 

In March 2019, American Robert Barra and Briton Shailesh Govindia
were each sentenced to 30 months’ imprisonment in the 
Cryptometrics case.
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 Norway
 In January 2014, Norwegian authorities fined the fertilizer company Yara 

International $48M for bribing officials in India and Libya and making corrupt 
payments to a supplier in Russia.  Yara allegedly agreed to pay $3M in bribes 
to the relative of an Indian government official in connection with a joint 
venture with an Indian government controlled entity. Norwegian Authorities 
also indicted four Yara executives, who were initially sentenced to prison 
terms ranging from 2 to 3 years. Subsequently, three of the executives had 
their charges dismissed, or were acquitted by the appeals court. Yara’s former 
chief legal counsel was given a seven year sentence, believed to be the 
longest sentence ever given in a Norwegian white-collar case. 

 World Bank/Australia 
 In 2017, the World Bank debarred MEC (India) Pvt. Ltd., a subsidiary of the 

Australia-based engineering firm SMEC International Pty. Ltd., for 6 months 
because of evidence of “inappropriate payments.”  As part of the settlement, 
SMEC will enhance its compliance program to align with the World Bank’s 
Integrity Compliance Guidelines. 

Stemming from the same conduct, the Australian Federal Police (AFP) 
announced in 2017 that they were investigating SMEC’s chairman and several 
top executives over allegations of foreign bribery tied to a water infrastructure 
project in India. 
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Questions? 
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1: Not a zero sum game 

2
*The data and statistics quoted above are available in public domain, and has been used as-it-is. Credit: Google News 

Companies Act, 2013 Foreign Contribution Regulation Act, 2010 Indian Penal Code, 1860Service Conduct Rules 



1: Not a zero sum game

3*The data and statistics quoted above are available in public domain and has been used as-it-is. Credit : http://fcpa.stanford.edu & https://www.transparency.org/country/IND.  

http://fcpa.stanford.edu/
https://www.transparency.org/country/IND


2: PCA Essentials 

▪ The Prevention of Corruption Act (PCA) is an Indian law that addresses bribery and corruption,

▪ And criminalizes receipt of any ‘undue advantage’ by ‘public servants’ and providing undue advantage by other persons, including
‘commercial organization’, also referred as ‘bribery’.

4

▪ Any gratification
other than legal
remuneration, not
limited to being
pecuniary in nature
or estimable in
terms of money.

.  

Undue Advantage

▪ Any person who is in the
service or pay of the
government or a
government-funded
entity, or other body
owned or controlled or
aided by the government

Public Servant ▪ Including influence
peddlers, or intermediaries
who facilitate bribery. The
Act criminalizes the act of
taking any undue
advantage to cause
improper or dishonest
performance of public duty.

Conduct of Middlemen
▪ Compelled to pay a bribe

(but must report to law
enforcement within 7
days)

▪ Compliance defence (but
compliance program must
adhere to forthcoming
“guidelines”)

Exceptions

▪ Any body which is incorporated
in India and which carries on a
business, whether in India or
outside India;

▪ Any other body which is
incorporated outside India and
which carries on a business, or
part of a business, in any part
of India

Commercial Organisation

Penalty : 
Imprisonment ranging from 6 months to 10 years, and fine with no maximum limits. 
Attachment and confiscation of property procured by way of offence under the Act



2: PCA Essentials 
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The Prevention of Corruption (Amendment) Act, 2018 (Amendment Act) came into force on 26 July 2018, and seeks to bring the Indian anti-
corruption legal framework in conformity with current international practices laid down by the United Nations Convention Against Corruption 
(UNCAC), and has included commercial organisations within its purview, including to criminalizing giving an “undue advantage” to a 
government officials, establishing criminal liability for companies involved in bribery in India, and creating a specific offense penalizing 
corporate management. 

01 02 03 04

Targeting Bribe payers

include a distinct offense dealing 
with the supply side of bribery, 
establishing an offense for giving 
or offering an “undue advantage” 
to another person with the 
intention of inducing or 
rewarding a public servant to 
improperly perform a public 
function. 

Corporate Liability

A commercial organization can be 
held liable “if any person 
associated with the commercial 
organization gives or promises to 
give any undue advantage to a 
public servant” with an intent to 
obtain or retain business or any 
advantage for that commercial 
organization. 

Adequate Procedures

Commercial organizations can 
avoid liability for a bribe provided 
by a person associated with them 
by demonstrating that the bribe 
was provided to the public 
servant despite the organization 
putting in place “adequate 
procedures designed to prevent” 
such wrongful conduct. 

Managerial Liability

The recent amendment imposes 
liability on directors, managers, 
secretaries and other officers of a 
commercial organization. 



Commitment of the 
Senior Management 

3: Everyone is a stakeholder

6

Policy & Procedures 

Third-Party Due diligence 

Training & Continuing exercise

Periodic Monitoring & Review

2

1

3

1
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Incentives & Disciplinary measures 

Risk Assessment 

Oversight, Autonomy & Resources 8



4: Let’s talk Cognizant
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▪ Cognizant Technology Solutions Corporation (Cognizant) was a New Jersey corporation whose common stock was registered with the SEC and traded on
the NASDAQ.

▪ Cognizant conducted majority of its operations in India through Cognizant Technology Solutions India Private Limited (Cognizant India).

▪ Gordon J. Coburn served in several senior executive positions, ultimately as President, at Cognizant until his resignation in 2016. Steven E. Schwartz
served as Cognizant’s Executive Vice President, Chief Legal and Corporate Affairs Officer until his resignation in 2016.

▪ Between 2014 and 2016 Cognizant, acting through Gordon J. Coburn, Former President, Cognizant (Coburn) ; Steven E. Schwartz, Executive Vice-
President, Cognizant (Schwartz) and others, authorized contractors to pay approximately $3.6 million in bribes to various Indian government officials in
order to obtain government construction-related permits and operating licenses in connection with the construction and operation of commercial office
buildings.

▪ Cognizant also authorized a contractor to pay a $2 million bribe to a senior government official for a project in Chennai, India, a bribe of $770,000 to a
government official in Pune, India, and bribe of approximately $870,000 to government officials in Siruseri, India.

▪ SEC, in an administrative proceeding as initiated on 15 February 2019, issued a cease and desist order against Cognizant and pay a collective penalty and
fine of $30 million approximately.

▪ SEC’s civil complaint and DoJs indictment against Coburn and Schwatz for FCPA violations are ongoing.

▪ SEC, in a related settlement with Sridhar Thiruvengadam, Former Chief Operating Officer, Cognizant India, ordered to pay a civil penalty of $50,000.
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4: Let’s talk Cognizant
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Actions of Third Parties are actions of a company

FCPA - Enforcement Actions which included third-party intermediary related issues

*The data and statistics quoted above are available in public domain and have been used as-it-is. Credits : http://fcpa.stanford.edu

4: Let’s talk Cognizant



1. Know your vendors (Performing KYC)

a. Who are they?

b. What is the business rationale?

c. Are they equipped to provide the
services?

1. Identify your “high-risk” vendors

a.   Conduct appropriate risk 
assessments.

2. Implement a risk-based due diligence
protocol

a. Use questionnaires and
background checks - In-person
visits

b. Hire external consultants

c. Stress the importance of your
commitment to ethical and lawful
business practices.

10

4. Include anti-corruption clauses in
contracts

a. Clear scope of work
b. Description of fee
c. Standard provisions in contracts 
and agreements.

i. ABAC representations and 
undertakings

ii. Right to Conduct audits 
books

iii. Right to terminate as a 
result of any violation 

5. Audit and monitor vendors
consistently

6. Robust documentation processes
7. Training
8. Auditing
9. Monitoring

4: Let’s talk Cognizant
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▪ An internal investigation at Scania into its Indian operations found evidence of misconduct by employees including senior management, the Swedish bus
and truck maker said on Wednesday, adding the individuals involved had all left the company.

▪ Three media outlets, including Swedish news channel SVT, reported that Scania paid bribes to win bus contracts in seven Indian states between 2013
and 2016.

▪ Scania spokesperson says: "This misconduct included alleged bribery, bribery through business partners and misrepresentation”

▪ Scania CEO Henrik Henriksson told SVT the company had stopped selling city buses in India and had closed down its factory there.

"We may have been a bit naive, but we really went for it ... we really wanted to make it in India but underestimated the risks," 

https://www.svt.se/nyheter/granskning/ug/uppdrag-granskning-avslojar-scania-mutade-till-sig-kontrakt-i-indien
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Commercial Bribery

▪ Bribery among individuals
▪ Bribery among commercial organizations

Public Bribery

▪ Bribery of public officials / public servants
▪ Bribery of foreign public officials

Bribery Cycle 

▪ Paying the initial bribe – and additional, escalating demands 
thereafter 

▪ Once it pays an initial bribe, a company becomes an easy 
target for more requests creating an endless “bribery cycle”

Improper Books & Accounts

▪ Covering up the bribe is often an even bigger risk –
false accounts, shell companies, offshore slush funds, etc. 

1

2

3

4

6: Let’s talk Scania 
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Key Indian ABAC developments

Recent trends in India

▪ Increased reliance on technological tools in tracking down complex structures

▪ Indian enforcement agencies have been aggressively investigating and pursuing corruption 

cases

▪ Digital transformation of compliance has been a game changer for organizations in the 

pandemic and organizations which had invested ahead of the curve in technology reaped 

benefits by way of remote review, monitoring tools, etc

▪ Effective collaboration and mutual assistance among various foreign enforcement authorities 

enables with quicker detection, faster turnaround and facilitates taking enforcement actions

▪ Adoption of ISO 37001 certifications by several large organizations and countries (Malaysia, 

Singapore)

▪ 61% citizens were unaware of any hotline/helplines to report corruption in their state 

(Transparency international India survey, 2019)

No tolerance for 
corruption, no place for 
middlemen in new 
India: PM

SEBI to tap artificial 

intelligence, big 

data analytics to 

curb market 

manipulations

Switzerland 
Agrees To Share 
Black Money 
Data With India
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Due diligence, monitoring and oversight 

needed to ensure that organization engages 

with ethical third parties 

Safeguarding the organization 

by way of contractual clauses 

and certifications - Employee 

and third party

Internal culture is a crucial 

element driving actions across 

the organization

India is culturally different from 

US mindset and approach

Anti-corruption environment in India is evolving 

and strengthened; Continued crackdown

Whistleblowing mechanism emerging as the 

key detective element for irregularities

For organizations entering 

India, local expertise  and 

assessment of business 

environment is required

Absence of time bound action. 

For eg governmental clearances, 

timeline of trials

Organizations realize that cost 

of compliance is greater than 

potential cost of non-

compliance

Regular compliance trainings 

across the organizations 

including assessments

Deterrence works best India –

For eg by way of disciplinary 

actions

Periodic audits create sense amongst 

employees that transactions are being 

reviewed

Including technology in 

compliance frameworks is 

essential

Real market challenges while running operations in India
What do we come across?
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► Operating licenses

► Government sales

► Starting business

Issues/challenges

► Shift from direct to indirect modes 

- Through agents, liasioning 

agents, consultants etc

Modus operandi

► Verbal (informal), SMS, 

instant messaging

Communication trail

► Whistleblowing

► Media probes

► Public interest litigations

► Right-To-Information (RTI) inquiries 

Identified by 

► Termination of employees

► Investigation by local law enforcement 

agencies

► Heightened auditor sensitivity

► Setting up ABAC compliance programs

Impact/ action

► Implementation of independent 

monitoring mechanism 

► Regular training to employees

► Implementation of third party due 

diligence programs

Latest Trends in Routing of irregular payments/ accounting

► Routing through CSR expenses/ vendors

► Paying periodic performance bonus to vendors assisting 

with license work

► Payments routed through third parties for licenses/ 

permissions

► Gift cards

► Pay from pocket

► Payments through shell companies

► Accounted under entertainment expenses

► Accounted as consultancy, professional or miscellaneous expenses

► Accounted under donations

► Cash “kitty” (fund) maintained with third parties

► Gold Coins

ABAC issues and trends noted in India
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► Shell companies - Generating cash 

through payments made to shell 

companies (onboarded without due 

diligence)

► Licenses and Permissions - Payment 

to third party to obtain licenses, clear 

annual inspection and obtain 

permission

► Labour department - Payments to 

labour contractors for ghost employees 

to generate funds

► Sale to government customers - Gifts 

and entertainment to government 

officials to procure orders

► Payment through employees -

Payment to vendor through employee 

reimbursements without supporting 

documents

► Government inspections and audits 

- Gifts and entertainment with 

government inspectors or auditors to 

ensure ‘no findings’ report 

► Customs (imports/exports) -

Customs broker agent paid in its 

invoice

How potential irregular payments are routed
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Practical examples
How potential irregular payments are accounted for

Out of pocket expenses of 

Rs XX incurred towards 

payment to police escorts

renovation expenses of the Sub 

Collector Office as a Goodwill 

gesture

Appointment of liaising 

consultant for obtaining 

final NOC

towards out of pocket 

expenses for appearing in 

court

Settlement of invoices against 

organizing two movie screenings for Sr. 

Bureaucrats and their family members

Client has requested for 

this donation of Rs. XX/- to 

their trust

Sweet to Custom 

Airport official

Officials had requested to 

sponsor for adventure activities 

like Rappelling and Trekking, for 

the participants during conclave 

as a goodwill gesture

For donation of INR XX to 

XX as payment for keynote 

address at Annual Global 

Markets Conference

installation of waiting 

chairs costing  Rs XX/- in 

the office of Deputy 

Commissioner

consultancy fee bill for 

shop and establishment  

license renewal

payment of INR XX to M/s 

XX towards custom 

clearing and forwarding 

for gift items

travel allowance by cash 

to Police escort

1. Foot massage

2. Body massage

reimbursement of cost at 

request of District 

Administrate officer
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Dear Ramesh,

The attached bills are on hold due to non-availability of supporting documentation. Kindly re-submit the bills after revising narration from Petty 

cash to CSR expenses. 

Thanks and regards

Altered invoiceOriginal invoice

Practical examples
Manipulation of invoices
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Practical examples
Potential improper payments/favors for government officials
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Practical examples
Payments made to third parties routed through petty cash/ reimbursements

Cash voucher indicating cash given to government official

Payment routed through employee reimbursement



Impact of COVID-19
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Increased risk in relation to bribery and corrupt practices

Key issues

Non-

compliance

Employees may 
defy compliance 
with standard 
operating 
procedures and 
take advantage of 
the exemptions 
offered

by accepting or giving 
bribes or kickbacks 
during the crisis. The 
possibility of imminent 
job cuts, furloughs or 
layoffs may also be a 
justification

Disruption within the 

organization

Internal processes may be 
lengthy and time consuming, 
exceptional approvals may 
be needed. Corrupt 
behaviour may also include 
fast tracking these 
exceptional approvals 
without adequate 
authorization or “speed 
money”

Favoring the 

known

Nature of 

interactions

Increased interaction 
with government 
authorities sometimes 
in new ways, 
including for those, 
who may not have 
prior experience of 
the business

COVID-19: Unravelling corruption risks



Effective compliance 

efforts
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External 
procedures

Monitoring and 
review

Internal 
framework

► Periodic review of the compliance processes and procedures

► Monitor and review of financial transactions pertaining to execution of the project 

► Maintain appropriate documentation (e.g. contracts, PO, invoices, payment documentation, evidence 

of work performed) pertaining to the execution of the project

► Provide regular updates and reports to the board

► Strong, explicit, visible, 

and active support and 

commitment from the 

Top management

► Articulation and 

communication of 

policies and procedures

► Due diligence and 

background check of the 

employees in sensitive 

functions

► Training and awareness

► Background checks and 

due diligence of third 

parties

► Fraud and corruption 

clauses in the third party 

contracting documents

► Right to audit third party 

books

► Training and 

communication

► Annual certifications and 

signoffs 

Overview of ABAC framework leading practices
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ReactiveProactiveSetting the Proper Tone

Code of
Ethics

FCPA
Prevention
Policies

FCPA
Risk
Assessment

FCPA
Controls
Monitoring

FCPA
Awareness
Training

Response
Plan

Proactive

`

Conduct FCPA
Risk
Assessment

Program assessment

Implementation review

Substantive review

Results 

drive

monitoring

FCPA
Monitoring

Government 
customers / 

intermediaries

High risk 
geographic 

markets

Imports/ 
exports/ 

certifications
Government 

touch points –
/ taxes/ 

licenses/ etc.

Travel, 
entertainment 

and gifts, 
petty cash

Risk 
assessment 

criteria

Sample FCPA compliance program framework
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Recalibrating compliance efforts

Put corporate integrity high 

on the management agenda

Management backs-up proclamations about 

integrity by setting visible examples and 

having clear measures and KPI’s in place. 

Indian businesses driving integrity and ethics 

initiatives pro-actively among internal and 

external stakeholders

Encourage employees to 

use whistleblowing 

channels – including in a 

remote environment

Whistleblowing programs form a key pillar of 

the organization’s corporate governance 

framework. Management and board oversight 

is crucial for its success.

Digital Transformation of 

Compliance

Automated and on-demand compliance programs 

that leverage cloud technologies and look back at 

the system design, configuration and management 

to provide monitoring. 

Leveraging predictive capabilities of “big data” –

will help to identify risks and enables more 

effective oversight

Obtain ISO 37001 

certification

ISO 37001 contains binding requirements and 

a firm commitment of the top management. 

Organizations in India in multiple sectors such 

as technology, EPC, etc opting for certification –

to provide assurance to stakeholders (customer, 

multilaterals, etc) that it is making every 

reasonable effort to avoid bribery

Compliance campaigns to 

engage employee/ third parties 

including social media reach, 

gaming, mobile apps, etc

Compliance campaigns represent the shift from 

entity-based to issue-based trainings and 

examinations , with a focus on those issues that 

have been determined to present a high risk of 

non-compliance

Re-assess third party 

integrity risks

Third party periodic checks typically cover 

information gathered from publicly 

available sources to ascertain negative 

reports. They may highlight potential areas 

of concern
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Jeff Everson

EY Forensics

jeff.everson@ey.com

Questions?
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